
S C H O O L
P L E D G E S

UKSCN

1 EDUCATE
STUDENTS

Fully inform and educate students about the extent and severity of the crisis we

are facing, ensuring that the ecological emergency is treated as an educational

priority. This education must be immediate and effective, entrusting the next

generation with the truth about their future.

AS A SCHOOL, WE PLEDGE TO: 

 
UK Student Climate Network (UKSCN) recognises that as

young people and students, our schools are where we

spend most of our time. It is necessary that students and

schools work together to achieve the change required

to avoid the worst effects of the climate crisis. We are

asking schools to agree to the following six pledges,

and then actively carry out these pledges to fulfil a

nationwide vision of real systemic change, starting with

and in our schools. 

By pledging to the following, schools commit to taking

the action urgently needed to create a new and radical

educational system, centring action and education at

the heart of the youth climate movement.  



4PUBLICLY EXPRESS
SUPPORT

Announce the school’s whole-hearted and proactive support for UKSCN’s School

Demands, aligning schools with UKSCN values and the demands UKSCN has for

the government.

5 BRING FORWARD
CHANGE

With the support of UKSCN School Groups, encourage student and teacher

bodies within the school to actively campaign for change as a school. These

include contacting the Department of Education to push for the reform of the

curriculum to place the climate emergency at the top of the agenda, and

working with equally supportive institutions and groups, such as teachers’ trade

unions, on campaigns for change.

6 REACH OUT TO
UNSUPPORTIVE SCHOOLS

Use the power of school networks and connections to contact unsupportive

schools in the area, asking them to agree with these demands and convey the

urgency needed to address the climate crisis. Join the #myschoolsaid campaign

run by UKSCN volunteers, which demands that unsupportive schools change their

disciplinary measures for students striking and taking action.

3 ENCOURAGE STUDENTS 
TO STRIKE

Actively encourage students to join the Friday strikes and make their voices heard,

ensuring that their human right to protest is utilised and secure, as well as

encouraging students to volunteer with UKSCN to organise the

YouthStrike4Climate protests. This will also involve giving students approved

absences for Friday strikes, liaising with parents to ensure no students are

punished for expressing their concerns for the safety of the planet.

2 SUPPORT STUDENT
LED ACTIVITIES

Support students in setting up their own UKSCN School Groups, based on the two

principles of Education and Action, helping students to organise their own

demonstrations and, directly working with teachers to educate students to

include young voices in conversations surrounding climate change.



These pledges may be sent in to schools by students, parents or teachers, who

believe in the combined power of empowerment and education.

These pledges were put together by a number of students around the country

who care deeply about our education system. UKSCN firmly supports the work of

those who push for these demands to be fulfilled and are on hand to provide

assistance and support for all who take action in the name of UKSCN’s 6 School

Pledges.

A guide for students setting up UKSCN School Groups can be found here.

 

Feel free to contact UKSCN at

schools.ukscn@gmail.com for more

information about these pledges.

 

UKSCN understands that some schools are limited and restricted

by policies and school regulations. However, as Greta Thunberg

famously stated, we must “save the world by changing the

rules”, and this applies to schools as well. As institutions, you

have a responsibility to your students to be role models, and

there has never been a time in which rules must be so urgently

and immediately broken to transform our system and save our

planet from the ever-approaching 2030 deadline. We ask that

you agree to these pledges and completely fulfil your role as

educators, ensuring that the generations that have the greatest

stake in our future are fully aware of the action they can take

and are encouraged to do just that.

https://ukscn.org/schools

